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FSA Warm-ups Grade 5
Day 1
3. The location of Mary’s home is plotted on the
coordinate grid.

1. Use this figure to solve the problems.

Read these clues about other places in Mary’s
town.

Part A. Name the polygon.

cm

Part B. Enter the perimeter, in centimeters, of the
figure.

•
•
•
•
•

The bank is located at (9, 1).
The library is 6 blocks from the store.
The store is 3 blocks from the park.
The hospital is 5 blocks from the library.
The park is 4 blocks from Mary’s home.

Write the correct location of each place on the
coordinate grid.

cm
2. Jasmine uses this area model to find the missing
number.

Which statement explains how Jasmine should
solve for the missing number in the model?
A) Jasmine should divide 60 by 4.
B) Jasmine should divide 1200 by 12.
C) Jasmine should multiply 3 times 60.
D) Jasmine should multiply 4 times 60.
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4. Select all of the numbers that round to 4.3

when rounded to the nearest tenth.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

4.25
4.24
4.21
4.35
4.34
4.31
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Day 2

8. Ryan built a rectangular prism out of cubes.

5. Select all the ways to express 10 .
A) 10

4

B) 10 + 4
C) 1,000

Part A. What is the volume of the prism?

D) 10,000
E) 10 + 10 + 10 + 10
F) 10 ×10 ×10 ×10

cubic units.

6. Look for a pattern.

Part B. Ryan added 4 cubes to his rectangular
prism. What is the new the volume?

cubic units.

9. Peter ran 3 miles a day for 17 days. On the 18th
day, Peter ran 5 miles. Write an expression that
matches the words.
What is the rule?
How many squares will there be in Figure 5?

squares
7. Select all expressions that represent multiplying
the sum of 8 and 2 by 6?
A) 8 + 2

6

B) (8 + 2)

6

C) 8 + (2

6)

D) 6

(8 + 2)

E) 6

8 +2
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Day 3
10. The bed of a truck is stacked with boxes of paper.
The boxes are stacked 5 boxes deep by 4 boxes
high by 4 boxes across, as shown in the picture.

11. Jill brought

boxes of carrot muffins for a

bake sale. Mike brought

boxes of apple

muffins. What is the total number of boxes
Jill and Mike brought to the bake sale?

boxes
12. A scientist had

•When the driver is in the empty truck, the mass
is 2948.35 kilograms.

liter of solution. He used

of the solution for an experiment. How much
solution did the scientist use for the
experiment? Use the numbers on the tiles to
complete the calculations. You may use
numbers more than once or not at all.

•The mass of 1 box of paper is 22.5 kilograms.
•The driver delivers some of the boxes of paper at
his first stop.
•The truck has to drive over a bridge on the way
to the next stop.
•Trucks with a mass greater than 4700 kilograms
are not allowed over the bridge.
Enter the minimum number of boxes of paper the
driver must deliver at the first stop to be allowed
to drive over the bridge. Show your work.

liters
13. Enter your answer in the box.

boxes
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17. A 6-mile walking trail has a distance marker

Day 4
14. What is another way to write 700,562? Select all
the ways to write this number.

every

mile.

How many markers are along the trail?

A) (7 100,000) + (5 ×1,000) + (6 ×10) + (2 ×1)
B) seven hundred thousand, five hundred sixtytwo
C) 700,000 + 500 + 60 + 2
D) 7 hundred thousands + 5 hundreds + 62 tens.
E) 7 hundred thousands + 5 thousands + 6 tens
+ 2 ones

markers

18. Rachelle brought

Nakia’s house to bake cookies. Rachelle already
has

15. Mr. Edwards is making sandwiches. He has 4
pounds of cheese. He puts pound of cheese in
each sandwich. What is the total number of
sandwiches Mr. Edwards made using all 4 pounds
of cheese?

cup of chocolate chips to

cup of chocolate chips.

Part A. How many cups of chocolate chips do
they have altogether?

cups

Write your answer in the box.
Part B. They will need a total of
sandwiches

chocolate chips to bake a batch of cookies, how
many more cups of chocolate chips do they need?

16. Lola has 4 orange juice containers. Each
container is full. Lola claims to have a total of

cups

gallons of orange juice in the 4 containers.
Which of these statements must be true in order
for Lola’s claim to be correct?
A) Each container has a capacity of

gallon.

B) Each container has a capacity of 1 gallon.
C) Each container has a capacity of
gallons.
D) Each container has a capacity of 8 gallons.
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Day 5
22. Monica used 1-inch cubes to make the

19. Jason begins at the start of a path and rides his
bike

rectangular prism shown. For A-D, complete
the sentences using the tiles. Each value can
be used more than once or not at all.

miles on the path. The path is

miles long.
Enter the distance, in miles, Jason must ride to
reach the end of the path. Show your work.

miles
20. It is 3,452 feet round trip from Craig’s house

to his school. If he went to school 79 times
this year, how many feet did he travel in all?

feet

A. Each cube has a volume of

cubic inch(es).

B. Each layer of the prism is made up of
cubic inch(es).

21. A pack of folders has a length of 5 inches, a

width of 12 inches, and a height of 1 inch.
The pack of folders will be shipped in a box
that holds 12 packs of folders. Which
statements are true?
Select all statements that are true.

C. There are

layer(s) of cube.

D. The volume of the prism is
cubic inch(es).

A) Each pack of folders has a volume of 60

cubic inches.

B) The box has a volume of about 720 cubic

inches.

C) If the box held 15 packs of folders, it

would have a volume of about 1,200
cubic inches.

D) If the box held 20 packs of folders, it

23. Write your answer in the box.

5.63 + 14.37 =

would have a volume of about 1,200
cubic inches.

E) Each pack of folders has a volume of 24

cubic inches.
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Day 7

24. An expression is shown.
7

28. Write one number in each box to create a fraction
that correctly completes each statement.
2

A. What is the quotient expressed as a fraction?

B. What is the quotient expressed as a decimal?

25. Daniel bought 30 tokens when he arrived at the
festival. He won 8 more tokens for getting the
highest score at the basketball contest, but lost 6
tokens at the ring toss game. Write an expression
to find the number of tokens Daniel has left.

26. Select the value of each decimal number

when it is rounded to the nearest whole
number.

29. Megan’s aquarium has a volume of 4,320 cubic

inches. Select all possible dimensions of the
aquarium.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

16 in. by 16 in. by 18 in.
14 in. by 18 in. by 20 in.
12 in. by 15 in. by 24 in.
8 in. by 20 in. by 27 in.
2 in. by 20 in. by 27 in.

30. An equation is shown.

2

+

=

What is the missing number?
31. Enter the quotient.

27. Isabel lives

mile from school. Janet lives

mile from school. How much farther, in miles,
does Isabel lives from school than Janet? Write
your answer as a fraction in the space provided.

=
32. Solve for the expression shown.

14.75 + 2.10

0.2

mile(s)
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Day 9

33. Solve. Write your answer in the box.

0.35

36. Twelve pounds of beans are distributed

equally into 8 bags to give out at the food
bank. How many pounds of beans are in each
bag?

1.5

1
34. What is the value of 10
of 5.4? Shade the model
to represent this value.

pounds
Kurt drew a rectangular maze
37.
foot.
with a length of foot and a width of
What is the area, in square feet, of Kurt’s maze?
Write the answer as a fraction in the box.
feet

fett

38. What equation shows a correct product?
35. A community center has three swimming pools.
The water level of each pool is measured at 8:00
p.m. each night. Two of the measurements from
Saturday night are shown.
feet deep.
•The water level in the first pool is
•The water level in the second pool is

feet

deep.

A) 0.62

B) 0.53 ×10 = 53
C) 0.09 ×100 = 9
D) 0.60 ×1,000 = 60
39. Adan has

Part A. What is the difference in depth between
the water levels of the second pool and the first
pool, in feet?

10 = 62

quart of milk. If he pours the

same amount of milk into 3 glasses. How
many quart(s) of milk will each glass contain?

Write the answer as a fraction in the box.

quart(s)
Part B. The water level in the third pool is

feet

deeper that the second pool. What is the total
depth of the water level in the third pool, in feet?

40. A builder has an 8-acre plot divided into

acre home sites. How many

-

-acre home

sites are there?
homr

Write the answer as a fraction in the box.
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Day 11

41. How many times larger is the value 0.75 than the
value 0.0075?

44. Tyler is 9 years old. His sister Olivia is 6 years
less than twice his age. Write a numerical
expression for Olivia’s age.

times larger

42. Graph point A, B, C, on the coordinate plane.
Point A should be located at (4, 6), point B should
be located at (6, 4), and point C should be located
at (3, 0). Plot all the points on the graph.

45. Shade the model to show the decimal 0.674.

46. Solve. Write your answer in the box.

47. Melinda, Zachary, and Heather went to the

mall to shop for school supplies. Melinda
spent $14.25 on her supplies. Zachary spent
$2.30 more than Melinda spent. Heather spent
2 times as much money as Zachary spent.

43. Look for a pattern.

How much did Heather spend on school
supplies?
What is the rule?

$
How many squares will there be in Figure 5?

squares
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48. An equation is shown. Write the missing number
in the box.
0.34

? = 3.4
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49. Amy filled bags with mixed nuts. The weights

51. The rectangular prism shown has 4 layers with 6
cubes in each layer.

of the bags are:
-lb, -lb,
lb,

-lb,

-lb,
-lb,

-lb,
-lb,

-lb,
-lb,

-lb,
-lb,

-lb,
-lb,

-lb,

-lb.
Organize the information in a line plot.
Write the volume, in cubic centimeters, of the
rectangular prism.

cubic cm.
52. For A-C, fill in the number that completes the

equation.
What is the average weight of the bags?

A. 1,205
pound

50. Use this rectangle to solve the problem.

32 =

B. 1,362 ×40 =
C. 1,181 ×23 =

What is the area, is square centimeters, of the
rectangle?
A)
B)
C)
D)

cm
cm
cm
cm
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58. Zoe has 5 cucumbers she grew in her garden.

53. Susan has 4 gallons of juice. How many cups of
juice does she have?
cup(s)
54. Manuel stores his favorite CDs in a box like

the one shown.

She wants to share them equally among 4 of
her neighbors. How many cucumbers will
each neighbor receive? Use the numbers on
the tiles to complete the number sentence.
You may use a number more than once or not
at all.

Write an equation that represents the volume
of Manuel’s box. Then solve.

59. Fran drew a triangle with no congruent sides

and 1 right angle. Which term accurately
describes the triangle? Select all the terms
names that accurately describe this triangle.
A) isosceles
B) scalene
C) acute
D) right

cubic cm.
55. Josh makes a rectangular banner. It is

long and

yard

yard wide.

What is the area, in square yards, of the
banner? Write the answer as a fraction in the box.

E) pentagon
60. Select the three correct statements below?

sq. yd.

sq.

56. Tara bought 2 bottles of juice a day for 15

days. On the 16th day, Tara bought 7 bottles
of juice. Write an expression that matches the
words.

A) 16.437 rounded to the nearest whole
B)
C)
D)
E)

number is 16.
16.437 rounded to the nearest tenth is
16.4.
16.437 rounded to the nearest hundredth
is 16.43.
17.991 rounded to the nearest tenth is 18.
17.991 rounded to the nearest hundredth
is 17.90.

61. Carrie has 140 coins. She has 10 times as
57. What is the value of the expression?

many coins as she had last month. How many
coins did Carrie have last month?
coins
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64. Lindsey made a map of her town. Match each

location below with the correct ordered pair
that marks it on the coordinate grid. Not every
ordered pair will be used.

62. The table shows two sequences of numbers.

For A and B, circle the correct values to describe
how one sequence is related to the other.

A. The unknown number in Day 5 is

.

B. The rule that describes how the number of Tshirts sold relates to the amount earned is

.
63. The shaded part of the diagram shows what

portion of a full meter of string Genie has.
She will use

meter of string to make

bracelets. How much of the string will she
have left after making the bracelets?

A)
B)
C)
D)

meter
meter
meter
meter
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65. An adult elephant eats about 300 pounds of

food each day. Write an expression to
represent the number of pounds of food a herd
of 12 elephants eats in 5 days.
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66. The right rectangular prism shown has a

length of 6 centimeters, width of 3
centimeters, and height of 4 centimeters.

68. Two newspapers are comparing sales from

last year.

• The Post sold 34,859 copies.
• The Tribune sold 34,859 x

copies.

Which statement compares the numbers of
newspapers sold?
A) The Post sold half the number of

newspapers that the Tribune sold.

B) The Tribune sold half the number of
Determine whether each equation can be used to
find the volume (V) of this prism. Select Yes or
No for each equation.

newspapers that the Post sold.

C) The Tribune sold twice the number of

newspapers that the Post sold.

D) The Post sold the same number of

newspapers that the Tribune sold.

69. Use the given tiles to complete each

statement. Each tile can only be used once.

67. Use the tiles to solve each expression. You

can use a tile more than once or not at all.

1. A

is always a

parallelogram.
2. A

is always a

rhombus.
3. A

is never a

parallelogram.
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70. Which number is equal to
A)
B)
C)
D)

73. Select the correct value for the following
expressions.
?

100
1,000
10,000
100,000

A. 55 - (12

2), value

B. 25 + (14

4)

71. Walter puts 1,050 cubic inches of dirt into the
tank shown.
5, value

74. The four highest scores at a diving meet were

9.08, 9.1, 9.15, and 9.06 points. Choose the
numbers that make the statement true.

Using the number line, fill in the amount of dirt to
show the height of the dirt in the tank.

72. Enter your answer in the box.

46

The lowest of these four scores was
points.

1,945 =

The highest of these four scores was
points.
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75. During the first race, 13 people ran a 1.5 mile

race. During the second race, 5 people ran a
2.2 mile race. How many more total miles
were run during the first race compared to the
second race? Show your work.

78. Select two fractions that can be rewritten with a
denominator of 24.
A)
B)
C)

miles
76. Some locations in Dan’s town are shown in

the coordinate plane.

D)
E)
F)

79. Find the sum of

and

.

Dan moved from one location to another by
traveling 3 units left and 1 unit down. Where
could he have started? Where could he have
ended up?
Dan started at the
at the

and ended
.

77. An expression is shown.

6

4

What is the value of the expression?

Elementary Learning Department
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82. Write your answers in the box provided.

80. Circle the answers that complete the

statement.

0.92 is 10 times as much as

and

A. 6.3

0.1

B. 6.3

0.1

83. Ten coins weigh 25 grams. How many grams
does 1 coin weigh?
of

.
grams

81. The table shows how much a puppy weighs

from the age of 1 month old to the age of 5
months old.

84. Complete each conversion by writing the

correct number into the box.

Part A: What ordered pairs would you use to
show the puppy’s weight on a coordinate
grid?

Part B: How do you think the ordered pairs
would be different if the puppy’s weight was
measured every week instead of every month?

Elementary Learning Department
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86. Write the number that matches the number

Day 20
85. Mrs. Green wrote the following problem on

below the box when rounded to the nearest
hundredth.

the whiteboard:

Lisa and Frank share

pound of cherries

equally. How many pounds cherries did each
person receive?
pound(s)
Part A. Molly wrote the following equation
to solve the problem: 2

= n.

87. Enter a value of b that makes this statement
true:
is less than 5 but greater than 0.

Do you agree with Molly’s equation? Explain
your answer.

88. Jim uses ribbon to make bookmarks. Jim has
9 feet of ribbon. He use foot of ribbon to
make each bookmark.
Part B. Noah drew this diagram to solve the
problem.

What is the total number of bookmarks Jim
can makes with 9 feet of ribbon?

bookmarks

Can Noah use this diagram to represent the
number of pounds of cherries that each person
received? Support your answer with
information from the problem.

Elementary Learning Department
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91. Mrs. Williams is organizing her office

supplies. There are 3 open boxes of paper

89. Samuel needs 233 feet of wood to build a

clips in her desk drawer. Each box has

fence. The wood comes in lengths of 11 feet.
Part A. How many pieces of wood will
Samuel need to buy?

of

the paper clips left. How many boxes of paper
clips are left?

pieces
Explain your answer.

Shade the model and complete the
calculations below to show how you found
your answer.

Part B. Theresa needs twice as many feet of
wood as Samuel. How many pieces of wood
does Theresa need to buy?
pi

pieces
90. Nathan drew a design with scalene and obtuse

boxes

triangles. Select all figures that could be one
of the triangles Nathan drew.
A)

92. Complete the following statements using an
option from the box that makes each statement
true.
Options

B)

C)

D)

E)

Elementary Learning Department

1 times
10 times
100 times

The value of the 6 in 26.495 is
value of the 6 in 17.64.

The value of the 3 in 0.931 is
value of the 3 in 0.384.
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96. Carmine buys 8 plates for $1 each. He also

Day 22
93. Complete the following sentences to create a

story that represents 4 ÷

.

buys 4 bowls. Each bowl costs twice as much
as each plate. The store is having a sale that
gives Carmine $3 off the total cost of the
bowls. Which numerical expression shows
how much he spent?
A)
B)

Bill bought

pound(s) of cheese.

C)

He made grilled cheese sandwiches and used

pound(s) of cheese in each sandwich.

D)

97. Find the quotient of 575 and 14 by using

partial quotients. Show your work.

Bill made 24 sandwiches.

94. The value of the 8 in 8.4 is 100 times greater than
the 8 in :

.

95. Maureen has

pound of raisins. She divides

the raisins into 4 servings. How many
pound(s) of raisins does each serving contain?

pound(s)

Elementary Learning Department
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100. Joshua uses a rule to write the following
98. Jen measured the growth of a sunflower.

• In week one, it grew

inches.

• In week two, it grew

inches.

• In week three, it grew

,

B)

,

, ? ,

What rule did Joshua use?

inches.

How much did the sunflower grow in three
weeks?
A)

sequence of numbers.

What is the missing number in the sequence?

inches
101. The four fastest times of 100-yard dash at a

track meet were 9.08, 9.1, 9.15, and 9.06
seconds. Choose the numbers that make the
statement true.

inches

C) 8 inches
D)
inches
99. Javier drew the shape shown. For numbers AB, choose the values and term that correctly
describe the shape Javier drew.

A. How many sides and angles does this
figure have?

sides

angles

The fastest of these four times was
seconds.

The slowest of these four times was
seconds.
102. Which number makes this inequality true?
4253.647 >
A) 4253.664

B. What is the name of the figure?

B) 4253.655
C) 4253.649
D) 4253.638
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103. A baker has 6 pounds of sugar. He divides them
equally into 3 containers. He then uses 1 container
to bake pies.

105. Nicole is making 1,000 bows for people who
donate to the library book sale. She needs a piece
of ribbon that is 0.75 meter long for each bow.
How many meters of ribbon does Nicole need to
make the bows? Explain how to find the answer.

Which expression shows how many pounds of
sugar the baker used?
meter(s)

A)
B)
C)

106. Choose three statements that correctly describe
the coordinate system.

D)

A) The x- and y-axes intersect at 10.
104. There are two tanks at the aquarium, Tank A and
Tank B. Each tank has two sections.

B) The x- and y-axes intersect at the origin.
C) The x- and y-axes are parallel number lines.
D) The x- and y-axes are perpendicular number

Part A
The volume of one section of Tank A is 24-cubic
feet. The volume of the other section of Tank A is
96-cubic feet.

lines.
E) The x- and y-coordinates are used to locate
points in the coordinate plane.

What is the total volume, in cubic feet, of Tank
A?
A.4
B.72
C. 120
D. 2,304

107. Mike has a 9-foot-long board. He needs to cut it
into 12 equal parts.
How many feet long should each section be?

Part B
Tank B has the same volume as Tank A.
feet

The volume of one section of Tank B is 45-cubic
feet. What is the volume, in cubic feet, of the
other section of Tank B?

cu. ft.

Elementary Learning Department
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108. The Drama Club is showing a video of its

recent play two times. The first showing
begins at 2:30 P.M. The second showing is
scheduled at 5:25 P.M. There is a

hour

break between the showings.
Part A
How long is the video in hours and minutes,
explain your answer.

hours

minutes

109. Ken and Leah are trying to solve a science

homework question. They need to find out
how much a rock that weighs 4 pounds on
Earth would weigh on Venus. They know
they can multiply the amount the rock weighs
on Earth by 0.91 to find its weight on Venus.
Select the two partial products Ken and Leah
would need to add to find the product of 4 and
0.91.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

0.95
0.04
3.65
3.6
0.36

110. Select all the rectangles that have an area of

square inches.
A)

Part B
The second showing started 20 minutes late.
Would the second showing be over by 7:45
P.M.? Explain why your answer is reasonable.

B)

C)

D)

E)

Elementary Learning Department
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111. Tom has a water tank that holds 5 gallons of
water.

Part B. How much does he earn from his job by
the end of Week 6?

Part A. He uses water from the tank to fill 6
bottles that each hold 16 ounces and a pitcher that
holds

$

gallon. How many ounces of water are
113. Solve.

left in the water tank?

ounces
Part B. Tom drinks 4 pints of water a day. How
many full tanks of water will he drink in 30 days?

full tanks

112. Jawan made a table to figure out how much he
earns at his job.

Part A. Write a rule that relates the amount
Jawan earns to the number of hours worked.
Explain how you can check your rule.

114. Which explanation about figures is correct?
A) All rhombuses are parallelograms.
Parallelograms have 2 pairs of parallel sides.
Therefore, all rhombuses have exactly 2 pairs
of parallel sides.
B) All rhombuses are parallelograms.
Parallelograms have 1 pair of parallel sides.
Therefore, all rhombuses have exactly 1 pair
of parallel sides.
C) Only some rhombuses are parallelograms.
Parallelograms have 2 pairs of parallel sides.
Therefore, only some rhombuses have
exactly 2 pairs of parallel sides.
D) Only some rhombuses are parallelograms.
Parallelograms have 1 pair of parallel sides.
Therefore, only some rhombuses have
exactly 1 pair of parallel sides.
115. Valerie earns $24 per hour. Which expression can
be used to show how much money she earns in 7
hours?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Elementary Learning Department
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116. Emma has a board that is 5-feet long. She cuts

the board into 6 equal pieces.
Which equation shows how to find the length,
in feet, of each piece of the board?

119. Mika records the number of miles she walks

each day.

Part A. Graph Mika’s results on the line plot.

A)
B)
C)
D)

117. A machine can seal 79 envelopes in 1 minute.
If there are 1,440 minutes in a 24-hour day,
how many envelopes can the machine seal in
1 day?

envelopes
118. A rectangle is shown with dimensions in
inches (in.).

Part B
How many days did she walk? What was her
total distance?

Mika walked

days and

miles.
Explain your answer.
What is the area of the rectangle in square
inches?

sq. in.
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120. Logan multiplied 54,216 by a number. The

122. A shipping box in the shape of a rectangular

product was less than 54,216.

prism has a volume of 84 cubic feet, a length
of 4 feet, and a width of 3 feet.

Select all the numbers that Logan could have
multiplied.

What is the height, in feet, of the box?
feet

A)
B)

123. Solve.

C)
=

D)
E) 3
F)

124. For parts A- C, tell whether each expression

was rewritten using the Commutative
Property or the Associative Property. Write
the correct property in the boxes.

121. Triangle ABC is graphed in the coordinate plane.

A.

B.

Which set of ordered pairs shows the coordinates
of points A, B, and C?
A) A (2, 7), B (4, 3), C ( 5, 6)

C.

B) A (2, 7), B (5, 6), C (4, 3)
C) A (7, 2), B (3, 4), C (6, 5)
D) A (7, 2), B (4, 3), C (5, 6)
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125. Write the letter for each quick picture (A-C)

under the division problem it represents.

127. Which statement about the corresponding terms in
both Pattern A and Pattern B is always true?
Pattern A: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
Pattern B: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60
A) Each term in the Pattern A is 2 times the
corresponding term in Pattern B.
B) Each term in Pattern A is 10 less than the
corresponding term in Pattern B.
C) Each term in Pattern A is 5 less than the
corresponding term in Pattern B.
D)

Each term in Pattern A is

times the

corresponding term in Pattern B.
126. For 6 days in a row, Julia measured the depth

of the snow in a shaded area of her backyard.
The line graph shows her data. Between
which two days did the depth of the snow
decrease the most?

128. Logan bought 15 balloons. Four-fifths of the

balloons are purple. How many of the
balloons are purple?

balloons
Draw a model to show how you found your
answer.

129. Bakari builds a rectangular prism using unit

cubes.

What is the volume of the prism?
The depth of snow decreased the most
between day

and day
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130. Select all of the expressions that are equal to
A)

.

B. 3

+4×

+ 8×

one

and two tenths

B)
C)
D)

C. 3.067

3 ×1 + 6 ×

+ 4×

E)
133. An expression is shown.

131. Select all the names that apply to the
polygon?

Which statement describes this expression?
A) Half the difference of 9 and 4 added to 18.
B) Subtract half the quantity of 9 and 4 from 18.
C) The sum of 18 and half the product of 9 and

A) quadrilateral

4.

B) rectangle

D) Half of 9 added to 18 minus 4.

C) square

134. Amelia stacks a moving box on top of a larger

D) parallelogram

box. Both boxes have the same width.

E) rhombus
F) trapezoid
132. For A - C, choose the symbol that makes the

comparison true.

What is the combined volume of the boxes?

cubic ft.
A. sixteen hundredths

0.020
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135. The library is 5 miles from the post office.

How many yards is the library from the post
office?

139. All parallelograms have opposite sides that are
equal in length and parallel. Indicate whether each
polygon shown is also a parallelogram.

yards
Customary Conversion

136. Louis wants to place carpet in his rectangular

basement. The basement has an area of 864
square feet. The width of the basement is
its length. What is the length of Louis’s
basement?

2
3

feet
137. Write the expression that matches each statement
in the correct box. Each expression may be used
more than once or not at all.

the sum of 2
and 4 subtracted
from 9

add 2 and 4,
then subtract 9

subtract 2 from
9, then add 4

138. A multiplication problem is shown. Write the
missing digit in the box
325

6 = 14,950
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140. Amar put

of the money he earned raking leaves

in the bank. He spent

of the remaining money

on a book.
Part A. Write an expression selecting two of the
fractions below to find the difference between the
fraction of money Amar put in the bank and the
fraction he spent on the book. Fractions may be
used more than once or not at all.

143. Warren and his friends are buying tickets to a
concert. The concert cost $5.75 per ticket. They
have a total of $35.00.
What is the greatest number of tickets they can
buy?

tickets
144. Emma and her 3 friends have a rope that is

29.8 feet long. They want to cut the rope
evenly to each have their own jump rope.
Write an equation to find the length of each
jump rope. Then solve.
Part B. What is the difference between the
fraction of money Ammar put in the bank and the
fraction he spent on the book?

feet

141. How much chocolate will each person get if 3
people share

pound of chocolate?

pound(s)

142. Omar is making a scale model of the Statue of

Liberty for a report on New York City. The
Statue of Liberty is 305 feet tall measuring
from the ground to the tip of the torch. If the
model is
the actual size of the Statue of
Liberty, how tall is the model?

feet
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145. Select all the ways the underlined digit can be

represented?

147. Kyle made a loaf of banana bread. He gave

equal portions of

of the loaf to 4 friends.

Which diagram could Kyle use to find the
fraction of the loaf that each friend received?
Select all that apply.

0.679
A) 0.6
B) 0.06
C) six tenths

(A)

D) six hundredths
E)

6

(B)

146. Len walks
walks

mile in the morning to school. He
(C)

mile in the afternoon to a friend’s house.

Len says that he walks a total of

mile in the

morning and the afternoon. Select the two
statements that are true?
A) The total of
is

is reasonable because

plus

(D)

.

B) The total of

is not reasonable because

(E)

is less than .
C) The total
fractions

148. Tom keeps sticky notes in a box that is the

is reasonable because the
,

D) The total of
fraction

, and

are all less than .

is reasonable because the
is , and

is greater than

shape of a cube. The box has a base of 16
square inches and a height of 4 inches.
What is the volume of the box?

.

is greater than one of the addends..
E) The total of
fractions

cubic in.

is not reasonable because the
and

are each greater than ,

so the total must be greater than . The
fraction

is less than .
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149. The rectangular prism shown is made from cubes.
Each cube is 1-cubic unit.

What is the volume, in cubic units, of the
rectangular prism?

Part A
Which student is correct? Explain.

Part B
Solve the expression correctly.
cu. units

150. Two expressions are shown.
A. 2,000
B. 516

40
12

152. Select all of the correct statements.
A)

170 is

of 17

What is the value each expression?

B) 660 is 10 times as much as 600
C)
900 is
of 9,000

A.

D) 4,400 is 10 times as much as 440
E)
5,000 is
of 50

B.

153. Kayla walks 3

miles each day. Select all of

the correct statements that show how far she
walked.
151. Jackie followed these steps to evaluate the
expression 15 - (37 + 8) 3.
37 + 8 = 45
45 - 15 = 30
30 3 = 10
Mark looks at Jackie’s work and says she made a
mistake. He says she should have divided by 3
before she subtracted.
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C)

Kayla walks 14

miles in 4 days.

Kayla walks 23

miles in 7 days.

Kayla walks 102

miles in 31 days.

D) Kayla walks 14 miles in 10 days.
E) Kayla walks 34 miles in 10 days.
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154. Michael is helping with the school play by

measuring fabric for the costumes. He needs 9
yards of fabric. He has 12 feet of fabric. How
many more feet of fabric does he need?

156. Complete the diagram by filling in the names that
show the relationship among the figures listed.
Each figure will only be used once.

feet
Customary Conversion

155. Rodrigo practiced playing the guitar

hours over the past 3 weeks. He practiced for
hours during the first week and

hours

during the second week. How much time did
Rodrigo spend practicing during the third
week? Use the numbers and symbols to write
an equation that represents the problem.
Symbols may be used more than once or not
at all.

157. A rectangular prism is shown.

What is the volume of the prism in cubic inches?

Solve the equation.
cubic in.
158. Complete the expanded form for the number
81.402.
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162. Find the product.

159. Select all the statements that correctly

compare the two numbers.

3726

42

A.) 1.309 > 1.315
B.) 5.029 < 5.128
163. Diana worked on her science project for 5

C.) 7.250 > 7.255

hours. Gabe worked on his science project 1

D.) 2.001 < 2.100

times as long as Diana. Paula worked on her

E.) 9.401 > 9.309
160. Ryan has

science project

pound of chocolate. He divides it into

4 equal portions.
Enter the amount of chocolate, in pounds, in each
portion. Show your work.
pound(s)
161. Clayton Road is 2.35 miles long. Wood Pike

Road is 1.7 miles long. Kisha used a quick
picture to find the combined length of Clayton
Road and Wood Pike Road. Did Kisha show
her work correctly? Explain why or why not.
Then find the length of the trails combined.

times as long as Diana.

Select all of the correct statements.
A) Diana worked longer on her science

project than Gabe worked on his science
project.
B) Paula worked less on her science project

than Diana worked on her science
project.

C) Gabe worked longer on his science

project than Paula worked on her science
project.

D) Gabe worked longer on his science

project than Diana and Paula combined.

E) Paula worked the longest on her science

project.

miles
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164. Mark packed 1-inch cubes into a box with a

volume of 120 cubic inches. How many
layers of 1-inch cubes does Mark need pack
in order to fill the box?

168. Lucy’s house is located at the point shown on

the coordinate grid. Ainsley’s house is located
2 units right and 3 units down from Lucy’s
house. Plot a point on the coordinate grid to
represent the location of Ainsley’s house.

layers
165. Solve. Show your work

What ordered pair represents the location of
Lucy’s house?
166. Jason builds steps using 2 pieces of wood

with the same height and width but different
lengths. What is the volume of the steps he
builds?

What ordered pair represents the location of
Ainsley’s house?

cu. ft.

167. Write 9.57 in word form.
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169. Roger has 6 gallons of milk. He uses

make hot chocolate and

of it to

of the remaining

milk to make cookies.

172. A cereal box has a height of 32 centimeters. It has
a base with an area of 160-square centimeters.
What is the volume, in cubic centimeters, of the
cereal box?

How many gallons of milk does Roger have
left after making hot chocolate and cookies?

gallon(s)
170. Camilla has a

pound of raisins that she will

cu.cm.
173. Sophia babysat for hours on Friday. She

babysat for hours on Saturday. Complete the
sentences by estimating.

divide evenly into 5 bags. Shade the diagram
to show the fractional part of a pound that will
be in each bag. Then write the fraction.
A. Sophia babysat for about
Friday.

hours on

B. Sophia babysat for about
Saturday.

hours on

C. Sophia babysat for about
Friday and Saturday combined.

hours on

171. Point M is 3 units away from the origin in the

direction of the x-axis, and 5 units away in the
direction of the y-axis.
What could be the coordinates of point M?
A) (3, 5)
B) (5, 3)
C) (3, 8)
D) (5, 8)
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174. Which fraction model best represents

?

177. Billy made 3 gallons of juice for a picnic. He

said that he made

quart of juice. Is he

correct? (1 gallon = 4 quarts) Explain.

178. Match the figures on the left with the number

of unit cubes that would be needed to build
each figure.

175. A vet measured the mass of two birds. The

mass of the robin was 76.64 grams. The mass
of the blue jay was 81.54 grams. What was
the difference in the masses of the birds?

grams
176. Evaluate the numerical expression.
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179. The table shows the equations Ms. Valez
discussed in math class today.

181. A postcard has an area of 24 square inches.

Two enlargements of the postcard have areas
of 54 square inches and 96 square inches. In
each postcard, the length is 1 times the
width.
Select all of the answers that could be the
dimensions of the postcard or one of the
enlargements.
A) 6 inches by 9 inches
B) 10 inches by 15 inches

Explain the pattern of zeros in the product
when multiplying by powers of 10.

C) 8 inches by 12 inches
D) 6 inches by 12 inches
E) 4 inches by 6 inches
182. This table shows the three different ways that toy
animals are packaged at a factory.

180. Look at the fraction model shown.

The shaded area represents . Using the
rectangles from the box below, construct a model
that represents
.
Answer Space

Part A. What is the total number of toy animals in
one crate?
toy animals.
Part B. One bag of toy animals weighs 12
ounces. What is the total weight, in ounces, of the
bags of toy animals in one crate?

ounces
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185. The table shows two sequences of numbers.

183. The line plot shows the weights of bags of

beans. What is the average weight of the
bags? Show your work.

For parts A and B, choose the correct values
to describe how one sequence is related to the
other.
Part A. The unknown number in Day 5 is

lbs.
184. Select an option from the box below to correctly
complete each sentence. Options can be used
more than once.

Part B. The rule that describes how the
number of T-shirts sold relates to the amount
earned is

greater than
less than
equal to

The product of

The product of

and 4 is

4.

and 2 is

186. Rita is hiking along a trail that is 13.7 miles
long. So far she has hiked along one-tenth of
the trail. How far has Rita hiked?

2.

miles
The product of

and

is
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1. ANS:
Part A: Pentagon
Part B: 14.35 centimeters
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1, MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
2. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
3. ANS:

8. ANS:
Part A: 20 cubic units
Part B: 24 cubic units
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.4
9. ANS: (3

17) + 5

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
10. ANS:
Check students’ work.
3 boxes must be taken off at the first stop.
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5,MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
11. ANS:
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
12. ANS:

liters

STA: MAFS.5.G.1.2
4. ANS: A, E, F
STA: MAFS.NBT.1.4
5. ANS: D, F
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
6. ANS: The rule is “add 2.”
11 squares
STA: MAFS.5.OA2.3
7. ANS: B, D

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5b
13. ANS: 59
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
14. ANS: B, C
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
15. ANS: 32
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7b
16. ANS: B
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
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17. ANS: 18
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7b
18. ANS:

25. ANS: 30 + 8 - 6
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
26. ANS:

A.
B.
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
19. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.4

(check students’ work)
27. ANS:

or any equivalent fraction

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
20. ANS: 272,708 feet
21. ANS: A, B, D
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.3b
22. ANS:

A.Each cube has a volume of 1 cubic
inch(es).
B.Each layer of the prism is made up of
20 cubes.
C. There are 3 layers of cubes.
D.The volume of the prism is 60 cubic
inches.
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5a
23. ANS: 20

28. ANS:
Exemplar:
•

or any fraction less than 1.

•

or any fraction equal to 1.

•

or any fraction greater than 1.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4
29. ANS: C, D
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5b
30. ANS: 8
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
31. ANS: 165
24. ANS:
A.

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
32. ANS: 15.17

B. 3.5

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
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33. ANS: 0.525

41. ANS: 100

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1

34. ANS: 0.54

42. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1

STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1

35. ANS:

43. ANS: The rule is “add 2.”

Part A:

13 squares

Part B:

or any fraction equivalent.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2

STA: MAFS.5.OA2.3
44. ANS: (9 x 2) - 6 or equivalent expression

36. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2

Possible answer:

or

pounds

45. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
37. ANS:

5
16

or

15
48

STA: MAFS.5.2.4b
38. ANS: C

46. ANS: 18

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
39. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1

quart

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7a
40. ANS: 32
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7a
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47. ANS: $33.10
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
48. ANS: 10
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
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49. ANS:

15) + 7

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
57. ANS: Possible Answer:

or any equivalent

fraction
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
58. ANS:
5
pound
STA: MAFS.MD.2.2
50. ANS: C
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b
51. ANS:
24 cm
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.4,
MAFS.5.MD.3.3
52. ANS:
A. 38,560
B. 54,480
C. 27,163
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5
53. ANS:
64 cups
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1
54. ANS:

4=

=1

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
59. ANS: B, D
STA: MAFS.5.G.2.4
60. ANS: A, B, D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.4
61. ANS: 14
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
62. ANS:
A. 100
B. multiply by 4
STA: MAFS.5.OA2.3
63. ANS: B
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2

Possible answer: V = 15 x 10 x 7
1,050 cubic centimeters
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5a
55. ANS:
yard
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b
56. ANS:
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69. ANS:

1. A rectangle is always a parallelogram

64. ANS:

2. A square is always a rhombus.
3. A trapezoid is never a parallelogram.
STA: MAFS.5.G.2.3
70. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
71. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1
65. ANS: 5

(300 ×12)

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
66. ANS:

5 inches
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5b

72. ANS: 89,470
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5

67. ANS:
35.5 10 = 35.5
35.5 10 = 3.55
35.5 10 = 0.355
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
68. ANS: B
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5b

73. ANS:
A. 41
B. 27
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.1
74. ANS:
Lowest: 9.06
Highest: 9.15
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3b
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75. ANS: 8.5
Check students’ work

83. ANS: 2.5 grams
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
76. ANS: Dan started at the library and ended at
the park.
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.2

84. ANS:
7 mm 0.7 cm
0.07 m
7 cm
7,000 m 7 km
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1

77. ANS: Possible answer:

or 2 1
2

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
78. ANS: A, F
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
79. ANS: Possible answer:
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
80. ANS: 0.92 is 10 times as much as 0.092 and
of 9.2.
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3
81. ANS:
Part A: (1, 12), (2, 18), (3, 23), (4, 31), (5, 34)
Part B: Possible answer: There would be
many more ordered pairs since there would be
several weight measurements per month.
Also, the puppy’s weight would not increase as
fast since it would not gain as much weight in
a week as it does in a month.
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.2
82. ANS:
Part A: 0.63
Part B: 63

85. ANS:
Part A: No. Possible explanation: Lisa and
Frank are sharing
need to divide
is

pound of cherries, and I

by 2, so the correct equation

2 = n.

Part B: Yes. Possible explanation: Noah
divided the a circle into 3 equal parts to
represent thirds. Then, he divided each third in
half. He shaded half of

of the circle. Since 1

out of 6 parts are shaded, Lisa and Frank will
each get

pound of cherries.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7c
86. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.4
87. ANS: 0 < b < 1
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5a
88. ANS: 27
STA: MAFS.NF.2.7c

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
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89. ANS:
Part A. 22 pieces of wood; Possible
explanation: I need to divide 233 by 11. The
answer is 21

. Samuel can’t buy a partial

piece of wood, I need to add 1 to the quotient.
Samuel must purchase 22 pieces of wood.
Part B: 43 pieces of wood

96. ANS: C
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.1
97. ANS:
41 r1
Possible work shown.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
90. ANS: A, B
STA: MAFS.5.G.2.4
91. ANS:
3

=

=2

boxes of paper clips.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4a
92. ANS:
Part A: 10 times
Part B:
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
93. ANS:
Bill bought 4 pounds of cheese.
He made grilled cheese sandwiches and used
pounds.

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
98. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
99. ANS:
A. 8 sides and 8 angles
B. regular octagon
STA: MAFS.5.G.2.3
100. ANS:
Possible answer: add
Possible answer:

or 7

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7a
94. ANS: 0.084
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
95. ANS:
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7c

6

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
101. ANS:
Lowest: 9.06
Highest: 9.15
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3b
102. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3b
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103. ANS: A
STA: MAFS.4.2.4a
104. ANS:
Part A: C
Part B: 75
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5c
105. ANS:
750 meters; Possible explanation: Multiply
1,000 by 0.75 by moving the decimal point 3
places to the right.
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
106. ANS: B, D, E

111. ANS:
Part A: 480
Part B: 3
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1
112. ANS:
Part A: Possible answer: The rule is multiply
by 9. I can check by multiplying the number of
hours worked each day by 9. The product will
equal the amount earned in the table.
Part B: $324
STA: MAFS.5.OA2.3
113. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1
107. ANS:

ft

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1
114. ANS: A

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
108. ANS:
Part A: 2 hours and 25 minutes. Possible
explanation: I can work backward from the
start time of the second showing at 5:25. I
count back for the break between showings
hour or 30 minutes, to 4:55. Then, I can find
the elapsed time between 2:30 and 4:55.
Part B: No. Possible explanation: The second
showing started at 5:45 P.M. The movie lasts 2
hours 25 minutes, it will end at 8:10 P.M.
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1
109. ANS: B, D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7

STA: MAFS.5.G.1.3
115. ANS: B
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.1
116. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.3
117. ANS: 113,760 envelopes
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5
118. ANS:

or

2
21

square inches

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b

110. ANS: B, D
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b
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125. ANS:
156 12 = 13 is B
168 12 = 14 is C
144 12 = 12 is A

119. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
126. ANS: The depth of snow decreased the
most between day 5 and day 6.
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.2
16, 30
Possible Explanation: 16 days for a total of 30
miles; Possible explanation: I multiplied each
distance by the number of dots above the
distance in the line plot, and then I added the
products.

127. ANS: D
STA: MAFS.5.OA.2.3
128. ANS: 12 purple balloons
Possible model:

STA: MAFS.5.MD.2.2
120. ANS: A, D
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5a
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4a
121. ANS: A
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1
122. ANS: 7 feet
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5c
123. ANS:

or equivalent

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4a
124. ANS:
A. Commutative Property
B. Commutative Property
C. Associative Property
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.1

129. ANS:
32 cubic units; Possible explanation: There are
8 unit cubes on the bottom layer. Since there
are 4 layers that each have 8 unit cubes, I
multiplied 4 by 8 to get 32.
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.3a
130. ANS: A, E
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4a
131. ANS: A, B, D
STA: MAFS.5.G.2.4
132. ANS:
A. >
B. <
C. <
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3b
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133. ANS: A
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
134. ANS: 476 cubic feet

140. ANS:
Part A:

Part B:

STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5c
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
135. ANS: 8,800 yards
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1

141. ANS: possible answer:

(or any equivalent

fraction)
136. ANS: 36 feet
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b
137. ANS: The sum of 2 and 4 subtracted from 9:
9 - (2 + 4)
Add 2 and 4, then subtract 9: 2 + 4 - 9
Subtract 2 from 9, then add 4: 9 -2 + 4
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.2
138. ANS: 4
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5
139. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7c
142. ANS: 3.05 feet
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
143. ANS: 6
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
144. ANS:
29.8 4 = n
n = 7.45
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7
145. ANS: A, C, E
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3a
146. ANS: B, E
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
147. ANS: A, D
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7b
148. ANS: 64 cubic inches
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5.b

STA: MAFS.5.G.2.3

149. ANS: 30 cm
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.4,MAFS.5.MD.3.5b
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150. ANS:
A. 50
B. 43
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.6
151. ANS:
Part A: Mark; Possible answer: According to
the order of operations, you should perform
division before subtraction.

157. ANS: 30 cubic inches
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.4
158. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3a

Part B:
37 + 8 = 45
45 3 = 15
15 - 15 = 0

159. ANS: B, D, E

STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.1

160. ANS:

152. ANS: C, D
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.1
153. ANS: B, E
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.6
154. ANS: 15 feet

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3b
(check students’ work)

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7c
161. ANS:
Yes. Possible explanation: She regrouped the
10 tenths as 1 one and added the 1 to the whole
numbers. The combined length of the 2 trails is
4.05 miles.
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7

STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1
162. ANS: 156,492
155. ANS:
Possible answer:
Practice time during third week:

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5
163. ANS: B, C
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5a

STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
156. ANS:

164. ANS: 5 layers
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5a
165. ANS: 535,436
Check students’ work
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.5
166. ANS: 18 cubic feet

STA: MAFS.5.G.2.4
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167. ANS: nine and fifty-seven hundredths
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.3a
168. ANS:

173. ANS:
A.
B.
C.
STA: MAFS.5.NF.1.2
174. ANS: C
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4
175. ANS: 4.9 grams
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.2.7

Lucy’s house: (3, 5)
Ainsley’s house (5, 2)
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1
169. ANS: 1 gallon
Check students’ work
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.6
170. ANS:

176. ANS: 218
STA: MAFS.5.OA.1.1
177. No. Possible justification: Billy divided

the number of gallons by 4 to convert to
quarts. He should have multiplied the
number of gallons by 4 to find the number
of quarts in 3 gallons. 3 x 4 = 12 quarts
STA: MAFS.5.MD.1.1

178. ANS:

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.7b
171. ANS: A
STA: MAFS.5.G.1.1
172. ANS: 5,120
STA: MAFS.5.MD.3.5b
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179. ANS: Possible explanation: For each

power of ten, the number of zeros written
after the base is the same as the number in
the exponent.
STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2
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180. ANS: Students draws any combination of
shapes equivalent to:
The example shown is just one of the possible
combination of shape.

185. ANS: Part A: The unknown number in Day 5
is 100.
Part B: multiply by 4
STA: MAFS.5.OA.2.3
186. ANS: 1.37 miles

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4a

STA: MAFS.5.NBT.1.2

181. ANS: A, C, E
STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.4b
182. ANS:
Part A: 31,104
Part B: 10,368
STA: MAFS.5.OA.2.6
183. ANS:
pound
Possible work:
or

or

;

;

or 1

;

STA: MAFS.5.MD.2.2
184. ANS:
The product of
The product of
The product of

and 4 is less than 4.
and 2 is greater than 2.
and

is greater than

.

STA: MAFS.5.NF.2.5a
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